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	INSIDE RHINOCEROS 5, is the ideal introduction to using the latest version of Rhino. This well-designed book bridges the gap between theoretical and software-oriented approaches to computer modeling by providing a balanced presentation of theory, concepts, and hands-on tutorials. It begins with an overview of the Rhinoceros 5 interface and progresses to explore wireframe models and the construction of curves. This book contains an in-depth examination of surface modeling, taking readers step-by-step through surfaces construction using Rhino and discusses in detail solid modeling methods, rendering, engineering drawing, and outputting to various file formats. INSIDE RHINOCEROS 5, concludes with a set of projects aimed at allowing readers to apply Rhino in real world design situations.


	
		Features and Benefits

	
			
				Contains fundamental, easy to understand information on using the computer to model 3D objects that forms the basis for relating Rhinoceros 4 with upstream and downstream operations.
	
				Gives special emphasis to understanding theoretical issues on NURBS (non-uniform rational B-splines) curves and surfaces as well as practical issues on the use of Rhinoceros5 to construct and design free-form models.
	
				Contains a logical progression of topics that lets your students grasp the top-down critical thinking process in decomposing a holistic design into surfaces and then to defining curves, as well as the bottom-up construction process in making the curves, the surfaces, and then the model.
	
				Outlines modeling methods over the course of several chapters, letting your novice students advance gradually to more difficult tasks while enabling your more advanced students to go straight to more complex techniques.
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Managing Business Risk: A Practical Guide to Protecting Your BusinessKogan Page, 2009

	The balance between risk and reward is the very essence of business: you have to take risks

	in order to generate returns and, generally speaking, higher returns involve greater risks.

	However, there is a difference between risks taken as a result of careful judgement and

	those taken unwittingly.
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Groovy and Grails Recipes (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
Groovy and Grails Recipes is the busy developers’ guide for developing applications in Groovy and Grails. Rather than boring you with theoretical knowledge of “yet another language/framework,” this book delves straight into solving real–life problems in Groovy and Grails using easy–to–understand,...
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Learning ROS for Robotics ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical, instructive, and comprehensive guide to introduce yourself to ROS, the top-notch, leading robotics framework


	Overview

	
		Model your robot on a virtual world and learn how to simulate it
	
		Carry out state-of-the-art Computer Vision tasks
	
		Easy to follow, practical...
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The Dating Game: One Man's Search for the Age of the Earth (Canto Classics)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	In this book, Cherry Lewis skilfully blends the history of gauging the age of the earth with a biography of Arthur Holmes, a British geologist who was a pioneer of geochronology. When it was deeply unfashionable to do so in the early twentieth century, he spent many years trying to prove the great antiquity of the earth, stating that it was...
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Senior Cohousing: A New Way Forward for Active Older Adults (SpringerBriefs in Aging)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents a concise description and qualitative exploration of a new residential option for older adults: senior cohousing. It describes the practical, structural and communal aspects of senior cohousing and shares the lived experiences of actual residents. Pursuing an existential-phenomenological approach, the authors visited...
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CSS, DHTML, and Ajax, Fourth Edition (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
The Web doesn't stand still, and neither does this guide: Completely updated to cover the new browsers, standards, and CSS, DHTML, and Ajax features that define the Web today, the one thing that hasn't changed in this edition is its task-based visual approach to the topic. In these pages, readers will find friendly, step-by-step instructions for...
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